Post-processing of the full matrix of ultrasonic transmit–receive array data for non-destructive evaluation
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Abstract

Processing of ultrasonic array data is traditionally based on having parallel transmission circuits that enable staggered firing of transmitter elements to produce the desired wavefront. This paper describes an alternative approach in which the full matrix of time domain signals from every transmitter–receiver pair is captured and post-processed. Various post-processing approaches are modelled and assessed in terms of their ability to image a point-like reflector. Experimental results are then presented which show good quantitative agreement with the modelled results. An advanced processing algorithm is also implemented which allows the array to be focused at every point in the target region in both transmission and reception. This approach is shown to offer significant performance advantages for NDE.
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1. Introduction

The use of ultrasonic phased array systems for non-destructive evaluation (NDE) has increased dramatically in recent years. Such systems have been used for many years in the field of medical diagnostics [1]. The advantage of using arrays in NDE over conventional single element transducers is the ability to perform multiple inspections without the need for reconfiguration and also the potential for improved sensitivity and coverage. Plane beams, steered angled beams and focused beams [2,3] are often used to increase the range and accuracy of inspection. The recent development of two-dimensional arrays has also led to an increase in interest in three-dimensional volumetric imaging of components [4]. Flexible arrays [5] and high temperature arrays [6] are being developed to allow testing of components with complex geometries, and harsh environments especially for within the aerospace and nuclear industries. In addition air coupled arrays are showing significant promise for NDE [7].

The ultrasonic arrays for NDE are traditionally used to emulate a monolithic transducer. The approach is based on having independently controlled parallel transmission circuits that enable staggered firing of transmitter elements so that the physical wavefront injected into a target specimen can be translated, steered or focused. This allows real time images (B-scans) to be generated. However, in many areas of industrial NDE the target is static and it is reasonable to carry out data analysis offline. Advances in computer power and memory mean that it is relatively quick and easy to process large amounts of data on a standard PC. In this paper an offline post-processing technique is described which utilises the complete set of time-domain data (A-scans) from all combinations of transmit and receive elements. This approach is referred to as full matrix capture (FMC). Although the time required to capture these signals appears at first glance to be large, if the array controller has independent parallel reception channels then FMC can be performed in approximately the same time as a swept aperture B-scan measurement. The advantages of this approach are increased sensitivity to small defects and greater inspection coverage.

The aim of this paper is first to define the underlying mathematics and practical implementation of four post-processing algorithms for use with the full matrix of array data. The algorithms considered are: plane B-scan, focused...
B-scan, sector B-scan and the total focusing method (TFM) [8]. Note that the plane B-scan, focused B-scan, sector B-scan algorithms emulate standard ultrasonic inspection methodologies. They can be implemented in either a conventional phased array system or by post-processing subsets of information in the full matrix of array data. However, the TFM utilises all the information in the full matrix of array data and can only be practically implemented by post-processing. Secondly, side-by-side quantitative comparisons of these algorithms will be performed. The third aim is to demonstrate that the Total Focusing Method out performs all other algorithms and that it can be implemented experimentally in an NDE context.

2. Simulation of ultrasonic array data

This section describes the model, which has been used to simulate the ultrasonic array data. In this paper this means the full matrix of time domain signals for all transmit and receive combinations. In order to compare the post-processing techniques for use in NDE their ability to image a single point reflector (often termed the point spread function) is assessed. Simulated data is ideal for this task as problems associated with experimental data, such as noise and coupling variation are removed. The generation of the full matrix of array data is described in this section and the implementation of the post-processing algorithms in Section 3.

The array geometry used for the modelling is that of a conventional phased array system or by post-processing subsets of information in the full matrix of array data. As an example the operation of a typical commercial 5 MHz array with 64 elements was modelled. The array had an element pitch of 0.63 mm and element width of 0.53 mm (full details shown in Table 1).

At the centre frequency of the transducer the wavelength (in aluminium) was 1.26 mm. As this is twice the element pitch, grating lobes will not be present in the images [9]. The output of each element was a five cycle, Gaussian windowed tone burst with a centre frequency of 5 MHz and a ~6 dB bandwidth of 50%. Throughout the modelling a sampling frequency of 100 MHz was used.

The position of a single point reflector within the aluminium was then defined in terms of the x and z coordinates. The propagation distance, \(d_{tx,rx}\) from the transmitter to the reflector and back to the receiver was then calculated for each possible tx–rx combination as follows

\[
d_{tx,rx} = \sqrt{(x_{ref} - x_{tx})^2 + (z_{ref})^2} + \sqrt{(x_{ref} - x_{rx})^2 + (z_{ref})^2} \quad (1)
\]

where \(x_{ref}, z_{ref}\) are the coordinates of the reflector and the tx and rx subscripts refer to the transmit and receive elements, respectively. Phase shifts were then applied to the element output signal, \(f(t)\), to simulate propagation. The propagation time, \(t\), was determined by dividing the propagation distance, \(d_{tx,rx}\) by the longitudinal velocity of sound in aluminium, \(c_l\) (6300 m s\(^{-1}\)). The frequency spectrum, \(F(\omega)\), can then be calculated from the element output signal using the Fourier transform as follows:

\[
F(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(t) e^{i\omega t} \, dt \quad (2)
\]

The complex spectrum of the phase shifted signal \(G_{tx,rx}(\omega)\) is therefore given by:

\[
G_{tx,rx}(\omega) = F(\omega) e^{(-i\omega c_l) d_{tx,rx}} \quad (3)
\]

This propagated spectrum is then multiplied by an amplitude factor in order to include the effects of element directivity and beam spread. Following the approach of McNab and Stumpf [10], the directivity \(p(\theta, \phi)\) function of a single rectangular element was defined as

\[
p(\theta, \phi) = \sin \left( \frac{\pi a \sin \theta \cos \phi}{\lambda} \right) \sin \left( \frac{\pi L \sin \theta \sin \phi}{\lambda} \right) \quad (4)
\]
where $a$ is the element width, $L$ is the element length and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the ultrasonic wave. $\theta$ and $\phi$ are the angles from the element normal in the steering and elevation planes, respectively. In the two-dimensional model used here it is implicitly assumed that $L \gg a$, which is typical of industrial NDE arrays. Therefore, the directivity functions for the transmitting and receiving elements in this case is reduce to the following expressions:

$$p_{tx} = \sin c \left( \frac{\pi a \sin \theta_{tx}}{\lambda} \right)$$
$$p_{rx} = \sin c \left( \frac{\pi a \sin \theta_{rx}}{\lambda} \right)$$

Finally, a two-dimensional inverse power law was used to model the effect of the divergence of the waves from the transmitter and from the point reflector. The amplitude $A_{tx,rx}$, of the signal after propagating a transmission distance $d_{tx}$ and reflected distance $d_{rx}$ in the medium was calculated using

$$A_{tx,rx} = \frac{A_0}{\sqrt{d_{tx}d_{rx}}}$$

where $A_0$ is the signal amplitude at unity propagation distance. The resulting spectrum for each transmitter–receiver pair, $H_{tx,rx}(\omega)$, is the product of the phase shifted element output signal, the directivity function for the transmit and receive elements and the amplitude fraction due to beam spread.

$$H_{tx,rx}(\omega) = p_{tx}p_{rx}A_{tx,rx}G_{tx,rx}(\omega)$$

An inverse Fourier transform can then applied to transform the signal back to the time domain, but in practice it is more useful for subsequent post-processing to obtain the complex Hilbert transform [11] of the resulting time domain signal, $h_{tx,rx}(t)$, given by:

$$h_{tx,rx}(t) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^\infty H_{tx,rx}(\omega)e^{-i\omega t} \, d\omega$$

This process was carried out for each possible transmitter–receiver pair and allowed a maximum of $n^2$ possible time domain signals to be generated. However, if it is assumed that the performance of each element is equal throughout the array, there is some redundancy in the data. For example, the signal that is transmitted from element $X$ and received on element $Y$ is identical to the signal transmitted on element $Y$ and received on element $X$. This redundancy means that only $n/2(n+1)$ signals are required for post-processing.

### 3. Implementation of post-processing algorithms

In this section three standard inspection techniques currently used in phased array NDE are implemented as post-processing algorithms: plane B-scan, focused B-scan and sector B-scan. An advanced imaging algorithm termed the total focusing method (TFM) is also described and quantitatively compared with the traditional techniques.

#### 3.1. Plane B-scan

If used alone, a single array element would have poor lateral resolution due to the beam divergence and low sensitivity due to the small element size. In order to overcome this a number of adjacent elements, termed an aperture, are pulsed simultaneously as shown in Fig. 2(a) to...
produce a planar beam. The received time domain signals from all the elements in the aperture are then summed to produce a single time domain signal. This approach has the same performance as a plane transducer of the same size as the aperture. The aperture is then electronically shifted along the length of the array, with the time domain signals obtained from each step being combined to form the final B-scan image.

In post-processing, the starting point is the full matrix of array data. The B-scan imaging algorithm sums the parts of the matrix corresponding to the time domain signals from the individual elements in each aperture. Results for different aperture positions are computed from different parts of the matrix. The intensity of a point in the plane B-scan image, \( I(x, z) \), is given by

\[
I(x, z) = \left| \sum_h h_{tx,rx} \left( \frac{2x}{c_1} \right) \right| \quad \text{summed for } |x_{tx,rx} - x| \leq \frac{D}{2}
\]

(9)

where \( D \) is the width of the aperture and \( z \) is the distance in the \( z \)-direction (i.e. normal to the array surface).

3.2. Focused B-scan

Focusing, either spherical or cylindrical with monolithic ultrasonic transducers, is realised by means of a curved piezoelectric element or lens. In conventional phased array systems, the elements within an aperture can be used to produce a focused beam by introducing time delays at both the transmission and reception stages as shown in Fig. 2(b). These delays mean that the emitted pulses arrive in phase at one particular region, which produces a high intensity focal zone. The reflected signals are then delayed in reception (typically by the same amount as on transmission) and summed. This is similar to the synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT) which typically uses a single transducer and so only the pulse echo signals can be collected [12–14].

Some advanced NDE array systems are capable of focusing at a number of depths below the aperture before stepping to the next set of elements. In transmission this is achieved by multiple firings with different delay sequences. Because increasing the number of firings reduces the overall frame rate, this number of different focal depths on transmission is limited. Currently on reception, the number of delay sequences, which can be implemented is only limited by computational power. Hence commercial dynamic depth focusing systems favour a small number of broad focal zones in transmission with finer focal control on reception [15].

In post-processing of the FMC data the number of focal depths in transmission and reception is unlimited and any array aperture can be focused. Hence the intensity of a point in the image, \( I(x, z) \), is given by

\[
I(x, z) = \left| \sum_h h_{tx,rx} \left( \sqrt{\left(\frac{x_{tx} - x}{c_1}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{z}{c_1}\right)^2} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{x_{tx} - x}{c_1}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{z}{c_1}\right)^2} \right) \right| \quad \text{summed for } |x_{tx,rx} - x| \leq \frac{D}{2}
\]

(10)

where \( D \) is the width of the aperture and all other symbols have their usual meanings. Note that linear interpolation of \( h(t) \) is required as this function only exists at discrete points in time. The aperture is then stepped along the array, which forces the lateral resolution in the final B-scan, \( \Delta x \) to be fixed and equal to the element pitch. The amplitude at each point in front of the aperture is then calculated by summing the contributions from each \( tx-rx \) pair.

3.3. Sector B-scan

A sector B-scan is somewhat different to a plane and focused B-scan since it uses all elements to steer the beam through an angular sweep as shown in Fig. 2(c). Each incremental steering angle generates one scan line in the final image. A traditional steered-beam, phased-array system requires a unique element pulse sequence for each scan line since each line has its own unique steering angle with respect to the transducer face. This type of beam steering requires sophisticated, high-speed pulsing of each individual element. In order to generate each line in the image in post-processing, signals are summed with appropriate time delays to represent the aperture facing in the required direction. The intensity of final B-scan image \( I(r, \theta) \) is then generated in polar co-ordinates by linear interpolation of the time domain signals as in the focused B-scan

\[
I(r, \theta) = \left| \sum_h h_{tx,rx} \left( \frac{2x_x + x_{tx} \sin \theta + x_{tx} \sin \theta}{c_1} \right) \right| \quad \text{summed for all } tx,rx
\]

(11)

where \( r \) is the propagation distance in the beam axis direction measured from the centre of the array and \( \theta \) is the required beam steer angle with respect to the array normal.

3.4. Total focusing method (TFM)

In the total focusing method (TFM) the beam is focused at every point in the target region as shown in Fig. 2(d). Although this approach has been suggested by a number of authors [8,16] it has yet to be utilised in industrial NDE systems due to a combination of the high number of transmit delay sequences and the computational power required to perform the receive focussing. However, if the full matrix capture approach is adopted then the TFM can be implemented in post-processing, the only limiting factor being computation time.

The TFM post-processing algorithm proceeds by first discretising the target region (in the \( x, z \) plane) into a grid.
The signals from all the elements in the array are then summed to synthesise a focus at every point in the grid. The intensity of the image, \( I(x, z) \) at any point in the scan is given by:

\[
I(x, z) = \sum_{tx, rx} h_{tx, rx} \left( \frac{\sqrt{(tx-x)^2 + z^2} + \sqrt{(rx-x)^2 + z^2}}{c_1} \right)
\]

for all \( tx, rx \) (12)

As before, linear interpolation of the discretely sampled time domain signals is necessary. This summation is carried out for each possible transmitter–receiver pair and therefore uses the maximum amount of information available for each point.

3.5. Measuring array performance

Fig. 3(a–c) show post-processed focused and sector B-scan images in the \( x-z \) plane for simulated data, using the array shown in Table 1. These images show predicted results obtained for a single point reflector located on the centre-line of the array (i.e. \( x=0 \)) and at a distance of \( 20\lambda \) (25.2 mm) in the \( z \)-axis. In each case, a 16 element aperture was used, as this is typical of the aperture sizes used in industrial phased array NDE applications. It can be seen by comparing Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b) that, as expected, the image resolution is increased when focusing is applied. This image enhancement is seen as a reduction in the apparent size of the image of the point reflector. It is worth noting that as the size of the aperture increases the field of view decreases for the plane and focused B-scans. In the extreme, if all 64 elements are used in a plane or focused B-scan, the image is reduced to a single time domain plot, as the aperture can no longer be swept. Fig. 3(d) shows the image obtained using the TFM algorithm. This algorithm is able to fully exploit the focusing capability of the 64 element array and also allows the image to be constructed beyond the edge of the array. In addition, it can be seen that the image resolution is increased when compared to the focused B-scan.

It is useful to quantitatively compare the performance of an array inspection strategy in terms of its ability to detect and image a point-like reflector. In this paper a parameter termed, the array performance indicator (API), has been defined to aid this quantification. Fig. 4 illustrates schematically the concept of API for a simple Gaussian shaped point spread function. The API is a dimensionless measure of the spatial size of a point spread function. It is defined as the area, \( A_{-6 \, \text{dB}} \), within which the point spread function is greater than \(-6 \, \text{dB}\) down from its maximum value, normalised to the square of the wavelength

\[
\text{API} = \frac{A_{-6 \, \text{dB}}}{\lambda^2}
\]

For example, the APIs for each of the scans shown in Fig. 3 are summarised in Table 2. If the plane B-scan is taken as the baseline, it can be seen that the API is reduced by 27% in the focused B-scan using the same number of elements and by 80% in the TFM image.

![Fig. 3. Simulated images for (a) a plane B-scan, (b) focussed B-scan, (c) sector B-scan and (d) TFM scan. (scale in dB).](image-url)
3.6. Modelling results and discussion

Using the array detailed in Table 1 as an example, the processing algorithms described in Sections 3.1–3.4 were assessed by recording the API for a number of reflector positions. The reflector position was varied over a region of 63 mm × 63 mm (corresponding to 50λ by 50λ) and an API contour map was produced for point reflectors positioned at regular intervals in the x–z plane. Fig. 6 shows the API contour map obtained for a plane B-scan with 8, 16 and 32 element apertures. The contour lines represent constant API, with the best performance represented by the darker grey scale. It can be seen that as the number of elements in the aperture increases, the effective field of view of the array is reduced and the point of best performance (i.e. just beyond the near field length) appears further away from the array. Fig. 5 also shows regions in which the reflection from the point-like reflector extends beyond the edge of the image. If more than half the image was received its API was calculated assuming symmetry.

Fig. 6 shows the API contour map for an eight element sector B-scan. The API for a sector scan with a 0° steering angle relative to the array normal as indicated by the dotted line on Fig. 6 is identical to that obtained for a plane B-scan with the same aperture (e.g. Fig. 5(a)). Fig. 7 shows the API contour maps obtained for a focused B-scan using 8, 16 and 32 element apertures. It can be seen that, as expected the focused B-scan performs significantly better than either the plane B-scan or sector scan. However, by comparing Figs. 5(a)–7(a) along the central axis and beyond the near field distance of the aperture the performance of the algorithms is similar. It can also be seen from Fig. 8 that there is a trade-off between the viewable area and the maximum performance due to focusing. In Fig. 8 the 32 element focused B-scan (Fig. 8(a)) is compared with the TFM image (Fig. 8(b)) for the same array. The TFM imaging algorithm uses all 64 elements to focus and the performance is therefore improved due to the increased aperture size. In addition, there is a much larger imaging area, which can be covered when using the TFM. It is worth noting that the contours of constant API for the TFA are approximately circular intersecting with the edges of the array. This shape can be deduced from simple geometry if it is assumed that the API is governed the aperture angle. This is because the locus of the apex of a triangle of constant apex angle (i.e. aperture angle), the sides of which pass through two points located at either end of the array, is a circle.

4. Experimental validation

4.1. Experimental apparatus

An experimental data acquisition system was designed and built as shown in Fig. 9. An experimental array was manufactured (Imasonic, France) with the same dimensions and ultrasonic properties as used to calculate the simulated data (i.e. Table 1). The array was connected to a custom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image type</th>
<th>API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plane B-scan</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused B-scan</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector B-scan</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
designed signal routing device known as the matrix array controller (MAC). This allowed the transmitted and received signals from a standard single channel pulser-receiver to be independently routed to any pair of elements in the array. The MAC was controlled by a standard PC and was capable of switching between elements at the rate of four per second. A digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) was used to capture the signal received from the array and perform a number of consecutive averages. The averaged signal was then sampled and saved by the controlling PC at a sample rate of 100 MHz and a digital resolution of 16 bits. For each experiment, all pulse-echo and independent pitch-catch signals were captured for offline post-processing. In order to reduce the time taken to complete the data set, redundant signals (i.e. reciprocals of captured transmit–receive combinations) were not captured. This meant that a total of 2080 time domain signals were captured for each experiment.

Three aluminium blocks 200 mm long and 100 mm wide were manufactured with thicknesses of 70, 50, 30 mm. EDM notches 0.3 mm wide and 10 mm in length were cut into one face of each block as shown in Fig. 9. This allowed the array to be placed on the top surface and located above the tip of the EDM notch, thus the tip of the notch emulated the point reflector used in the simulated results. The vertical (z-axis) distances of the reflectors from the array were 60, 40 and 20 mm, which corresponds to approximately 50\(\lambda\), 30\(\lambda\) and 15\(\lambda\). The position of the reflector in the x-axis with respect to the array centre (x = 0) could be easily adjusted by moving the array on the top surface of the block.

4.2. Experimental results and comparison with model

Fig. 10 shows a focused B-scan with 32 elements and a TFM image obtained from post-processing experimental data from the 50 mm aluminium block. In each case, the image was normalised to the maximum amplitude in the back face reflection and is shown in a decibel scale. It can be seen that the tip of the EDM notch and the back face of the block are clearly visible in each case. The API for each algorithm and the signal to incoherent noise ratio (SNR) is shown in Table 3. The SNR was calculated as the ratio of the EDM tip reflection amplitude to the average of the background noise level in the image. The average background noise level was calculated in an area 5 mm by 5 mm in the centre of the image where there was no reflector present.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the API for the focused B-scan and the TFM are significantly lower than for the plane B-scan. It can also be seen that the API for the TFM is approximately half that of the focused B-scan. Fig. 11 shows
Fig. 7. Simulated focused B-scan API contour maps for (a) 8 elements, (b) 16 elements and (c) 32 elements.

Fig. 8. Simulated API contour map for (a) focused B-scan with 32 elements and (b) TFM using all 64 elements.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.
experimental and simulated TFM images for a reflector positioned at \( x=0, \ z=40 \text{ mm} \) in the aluminium block. These images show good consistency between the model and experimental data. The API of the point spread function from the experimental EDM notch tip and the predicted point spread function were calculated as 0.77 and 0.67, respectively. This equates to a difference of 14\%, which can be explained by examining the shape of the point spread functions in detail. Fig. 11(c) and (d) show enlarged images of the experimental and predicted point spread functions. It can be seen that in the lateral direction, the width of the point spread function is approximately equal in each case. However, the experimental point spread function is larger in the axial direction. This can be explained by a difference between the bandwidth of the simulated input signal and that produced by the experimental array.

Fig. 12 shows the API for the TFM obtained from a number of experimental results and compared with the corresponding simulated data. It can be seen that the experimentally obtained APIs are consistently higher than the simulated values. This is due to the difference in the bandwidth of the input signals as described above. These results are encouraging as it is the focusing algorithm, which affects the performance in the lateral \( x \)-direction whereas, the performance in the axial \( z \)-direction is mostly a function of the transducer characteristics.

5. Discussion and conclusions

This paper has described an investigation into the performance of a number of post-processing algorithms for use in NDE. The algorithms were applied to the ‘full matrix’ of time domain signals from all possible combinations of transmit–receive element pairs. The performance of each algorithm was compared by quantifying its ability to image a point-like reflector (i.e. the point spread function). Experimentally this approach was validated using the reflection from the tip of a 0.3 mm wide EDM notch.

It has been shown that the best performance of the array was achieved using a total focusing method in which the beam is focused at every point in the target region. This method also allows the image to be extended beyond the edge of the array whilst still allowing the beam to focus. This is a significant improvement from swept aperture plane and focused B-scans whose viewable area is dependent on the number of elements used in the aperture. The algorithms were tested using experimental and simulated data and good quantitative agreement was obtained.

In conventional phased array systems, all array elements are fired simultaneously to form a beam with a fixed focus. Using full matrix capture of all transmit–receive combinations allows emulation of any beam-forming scheme through offline post-processing. This approach has some wide ranging design implications for future NDE array systems. However, the main drawback is that using only a single element in transmit limits the total acoustic power output and hence degrades the signal to random noise ratio (SNR) of each transmit–receive pair relative to traditional multi-element aperture approaches. This degradation is tempered by an improvement in SNR due to the averaging effect of the TFM. The net effect is that the SNR of data reconstructed from FMC compared to that obtained from an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing algorithm</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>SNR (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plane B-scan</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused B-scan</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Results of post-processing experimental data from a 50 mm thick aluminium block.
equivalent multi-channel parallel transmitter is reduced by an amount which is proportional to the square root of the number of elements in the traditional multi-element aperture. For example, in a conventional phased array system, firing 64 elements together to form a beam corresponds to a SNR improvement of 18 dB relative to reconstructing the same beam from FMC data. If the signal to random noise ratio is an issue this can be improved by averaging or use of encoded signals such as Golay sequences [17]. In the current paper, signal averaging over 20 successive acquisitions was performed on the received signal by the DSO. A total of 20 averages corresponds to an increase in the SNR by 13 dB as the SNR is improved in proportion to the square root of the number of averages. This signal averaging was the time limiting factor in the experiments described in this paper. The system described in this paper is currently a laboratory system designed for flexibility rather than speed.

It is instructive to briefly discuss the possible speed that could be realised with a commercial system. In order to perform FMC, the time-trace from each possible pair of transmitter and receiver elements in the array must be captured independently. While this prevents simultaneous transmission, it does not prevent parallel reception and in the optimal system the signals from all elements would be received and captured simultaneously. In this case, the time taken to perform FMC is limited by the time taken to fire each element in the array in turn. The number of separate firings is therefore equal to the number of elements in the array. An element can only be fired after the reverberating echoes due to the firing of the previous element have subsided to an acceptably low level, which defines the maximum pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) that can be achieved. Hence the minimum possible time required to perform FMC is physically limited to the number of elements in the array divided by the maximum PRF. It is worth noting that the minimum time required to perform FMC is not significantly longer than that required to perform a conventional swept B-scan where the active...
aperture is translated by one element position on each firing cycle. In the swept B-scan the required number of separate firings is equal to the number of aperture positions, which is approximately equal to the number of elements in the array. This discussion has assumed that the time taken to store and process the FMC data is faster than the time taken to acquire it. While this may not be the case at present, it is the opinion of the authors that with the appropriate dedicated hardware and given the rate of advance in computational speed that this will be a valid scenario in the near future.

A further advantage of using full matrix capture is that advanced NDE processing, such as tandem probes, time of flight diffraction and so forth can be carried out on the same data (at a future date) without the need for further experiments. It also ensures that the captured raw data is fully auditable.
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